SENATE ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced:

S2004 Bryant,W General Fd.-supplemental approp;$252.35M REF SBA

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A1586 Burzichelli,J/Fisher,D Salem City Sch. Dist.-Abbott dist status REP
A1819 Aca Aca (2R) Egan,J/Van Drew,J+10 Constr. proj., cert.-prevailing wage req REP
A2199 Aca (1R) Cryan,J/Johnson,G Co. Corrections Info. Sys. fiding-concern REP
S199 Smith,B New Brunswick-auth. addl. UEZ REP
S357 Sca (1R) Turner,S/James,S+5 St. rental assist. prog.-estab. REP/SCA
S598 Sca (1R) Madden,F Constr. proj., cert.-prevailing wage req REP
S1214 Sca (SCS) Sarlo,P/Buono,B+16 Charity care distrib. formula-revises REP/SCS
S1461 James,S Automated Traffic Sys.-concerns REP
S1645 Cunningham,G/Girgenti,J Co. Corrections Info. Sys. fiding-concern REP
S1710 Kenny,B/Asselta,N Nursing homes-deletes cert. pymt. req. REP
S1714 Sca (SCS) Bryant,W Merit Rating Plan Surcharge-estab. REP/SCS
S1716 Sca (1R) Bryant,W Mobile telecommunications-impose fee REP/SCA
S1751 Vitale,J Clean water proj.;$302.5K REP
S1772 Sca (1R) Smith,B Air emissions-impose surcharge REP/SCA
S1776 Bryant,W St. tax clearance process-prov cert bus. REP
S1778 Sca (1R) Bryant,W Bus. regis. for contractors-expands prog REP/SCA
S1779 Kenny,B Cigarette Tax Securitization Act of 2004 REP
S1780 Doria,J MV Surcharges Securitization Act of 2004 REP
S1781 Buono,B HMO-estab. special interim assessment REP
S1782 Bryant,W Cosmetic med procedures, cert-impose tax REP
S1783 Bryant,W Elec. funds transfer, tax pymt-threshold REP
S2004 Bryant,W General Fd.-supplemental approp;$252.35M REP
S3101 Madden,F/Sweeney,S+2 Signs and outdoor ads-concerns REP

Bills Referred/SBA:

S3101 Madden,F/Sweeney,S+2 Signs and outdoor ads-concerns

Bills Recommenced:

S1778 Bryant,W Bus. regis. for contractors-expands prog RCM SBA
Co-Sponsors Added:

S1214 Scs (SCS)  (James,S; Adler,J; Bryant,W; Doria,J; Kenny,B; Sweeney,S; Turner,S; Kavanaugh,W; Kean,T; Lance,L)

Prime Sponsors Added:

S1780   (Doria,J)

Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

S1780   (Kenny,B)

The Senate adjourned at 6:11 P.M. on June 23, 2004 to meet again on Thursday, June 24, 2004 (SESSION).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced:

A3100  Greenwald,L/Payne,W+3  St. budget FY2004/2005-St$28B, Fed$9.15B  REF ABU
A3122  Greenwald,L  General Fd.-supplemental approp:$252.35M  REF ABU

Motions:

A1132  Azzolina,J/Wolfe,D  Elective off-proh simultaneous holding  To Relieve from Comm. (Azzolina)
A1132  Azzolina,J/Wolfe,D  Elective off-proh simultaneous holding  To Table (Roberts) (45-31-0)  *NOT* (45-30-0)

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A2406  Acs (ACS)  Greenwald,L/Gordon,R+16  Charity care distrib. formula-revises  REP/ACS
A2476/2122/2271 AcsAca (ACS/1R)  Sires,A/Watson Coleman,B+3  Rental asst.-estab. prog.  REP/ACA
A2552  AcaAca (2R)  Barnes,P/Johnson,G  Security guards-revise regulation  REP/ACA
A2991  Van Drew,J  Govt. Records Council-concerns  REP
A3011  Mayer,D  Del. Riv. & Bay Auth. proj.-leg approval  REP
A3051  Conaway,H/Watson Coleman,B+1  Nursing homes-deletes cert. pymt. req.  REP
A3088  Aca (1R)  Cohen,N  Admin. law judges-concerns retir.  REP/ACA
A3100  Greenwald,L/Payne,W+3  St. budget FY2004/2005-St$28B, Fed$9.15B  REP
A3106  Acs (ACS)  Quigley,J  Tire mgmt. prog.-creates  REP/ACS
A3108  Sires,A/Roberts,J  Cigarette Tax Securitization Act of 2004  REP
A3109  Cohen,N  MV Surcharges Securitization Act of 2004  REP
A3110  Watson Coleman,B  Corp. bus. tax-concerns cert. deductions  REP
A3111  Acs (ACS)  Sires,A/Cohen,N  Bus. expenses-timing of tax deductions  REP/ACS
A3112  Aca (1R)  Caraballo,W  Mobile telecommunications-impose fee  REP/ACA
A3113  Aca (1R)  Weinberg,L  Cigarette tax-incr. by 35 cents per pack  REP/ACA
A3114  Acs (ACS)  Barnes,P  Merit Rating Plan Surcharge-estab.  REP/ACS
A3115  Cryan,J  Realty transfer-impose fee  REP
A3116  Wisniewski,J  HMO-estab. special interim assessment  REP
A3117  Aca (1R)  McKeon,J  Haz. substance transfers-taxes and fees  REP/ACA
A3118  Aca (1R)  Greenwald,L  Air emissions-impose surcharge  REP/ACA
A3119  Cryan,J  Elec. funds transfer, tax pymt-threshold  REP
A3120  Aca (1R)  Van Drew,J/Roberts,J  Casino industry-concerns reg., taxation  REP/ACA
A3121  Acs (ACS)  Van Drew,J/Roberts,J+1  Casino tax obligation-extends  REP/ACS
A3122  Greenwald,L  General Fd.-supplemental approp:$252.35M  REP
A3124  Diegnan,P  Presch. prog.-concerns  REP
A3125  Cryan,J  Cosmetic med procedures, cert-impose tax  REP
A3126  Roberts,J/Weinberg,L+1  Stroke cdxs.-concerns desig.+$3M  REP
A3127  Diegnan,P  Ambulatory care fac.-concerns  REP
A3128  Cohen,N  Real prop. sale-nonresid. pay income tax  REP
A3129  McKeon,J  Tax debtor acct info-concerns reporting  REP
A3130  Aca (1R)  McKeon,J  Bus. regis. for contractors-expands prog  REP/ACA
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)
A3131 Wisniewski,J  St. tax clearance process-prov, cert bus  REP
A3146 Van Drew,J  Intracoastal Waterway Feasibility Study  REP
A3147 Watson Coleman,B  St. emp. disciplinary action-concerns  REP
A3148 Wisniewski,J  MV Comm. fac.-concerns financing  REP
ACR182 Gusciora,R  Building Auth. suppl. proj.-approves  REP
ACR183 Greenwald,L/Quigley,J+1  Pub. Health, Env. & Agric. Lab.-approves  REP
S852 Karcher,E/Ciesla,A  Intracoastal Waterway Feasibility Study  REP
S1516 Sca (1R) Girgenti,J/Kean,T+1  Security guards-revise regulation  REP
S1649 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Sweeney,S  Del. Riv. & Bay Auth. proj.-leg approval  REP

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:
S1650 Sa (1R) Turner,S  St. emp. disciplinary action-concerns  *NOT* REF ASG

Co-Sponsors Added:
A2406 Acs (ACS)  (Vas,J)
A2476/2122/2271 AcsAca (ACS/1R)  (Vas,J)
A2672  (Oliver,S)
A2762  (Chivukula,U)
A3039  (Stack,B)
A3050  (Weinberg,L)
A3121  (Vas,J)
A3126  (Vas,J)
ACR183  (Thompson,S)

Second Prime Sponsors Added:
A2982  (Vas,J)
ACR183  (Quigley,J)

Third Prime Sponsors Added:
A3120  (Blee,F)
A3121  (Blee,F)

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:
A2232  (Johnson,G)

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:
S1127 ScaSa (2R)  (Johnson,G)

The Assembly adjourned at 5:45 P.M. on June 23, 2004 to meet again on Thursday, June 24, 2004 (SESSION).